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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS...
WHAT IS AEROSENTE?

Aerosente is a Northern Illinois based manufacturer and distributor of vintage and classic scale sailplane kits. We offer a full line of wood gliders and sailplanes starting with 
simple hand toss gliders and culminating with vintage and classic large scale sailplanes. Our kits are designed and or adapted by folks like Tom Martin, Tom Bode and Tony 
Elliott. We also offer a nice selection of Frank/John Zaic, JASCO/JETCO kits from the golden age of soaring. Mike Smock and Tom Martin are the proprietors of the Aerosente 
Glider Workshop.

WHy WE DO THIS

This is a hobby and a business for us... a labor of love (nobody in the business of selling kits is in it for the money, at best you squeak out a modest income doing this). We 
started Aerosente because we love sailplanes - especially classic and vintage versions. We love building them and flying them, and Aerosente is a way of sharing this hobby 
with others. So what we’re saying is that we are not Nordstroms nor are we Amazon. We don’t have millions of dollars invested in technology, We don’t have operators stand-
ing by to take your phone calls, we are not ISO 9001 certified and we are not your servants. We don’t look at you as a customer or a business transaction, you’re a fellow 
enthusiast and over time perhaps a friend.  

THIS PLACE IS A LITTLE MESSy ISN’T IT?

If you spend any time on the Aerosente web site you will see that there is a lot of stuff there. you will also notice that it is a touch messy, not unlike our shop, but if you 
give us a minute or two we’ll generally find whatever we’re looking for. It is not unusual to have a visitor spend several hours on the site reading articles and looking at the 
photos. Most of our kits come with a lot of detail published on the web site. Detail like manuals, build logs, historical photos, documentation, videos, etc. Publishing all this 
content comes with a hazard - it is difficult to make sure everything is up-to-date and accurate. So from time to time you may stumble across something that is inaccurate or 
out-of-date - for example when we update all the prices or contents of our kits we may miss a couple of old prices or spec’s. If we do miss something we’ll notify you to let 
you know what the new price is or how the kit contents have been modified and then give you the option of continuing or refunding your money.  

IF yOU DON’T LIkE TO BUILD THEN yOU WON’T LIkE OUR kITS

If you’re looking at building a scale model for the first time it is important to understand a simple dynamic. We do this because we love the building process at least as much 
as we do flying the aircraft. If you don’t like to build or you are expecting a model that is almost ready to fly then you’ve come to the wrong place. It’s interesting to hear 
some guys say “why would I pay hundreds or thousands of dollars for a model that I then need to spend hundreds of hours building?” Well the answer is simply because we 
like to build. Building is entertainment for us. Flying is fun. When you pencil it out, compared to other forms of entertainment - building scale models is darn cheap, and your 
wife will always know where she can find you!

yOU DON’T GET DETAILED BUILD MANUALS WITH OUR kITS

If you’re the fussy type that needs everything to be perfect then don’t get started building scale kits. Or, if you’re the type that actually reads the instructions before you 
put something together then don’t get started building scale kits. While some of our kits have manuals, most do not and require the builder to “noodle” things out on his own 
via the plans, build logs and interacting with the build community. All our kits have been designed by other hobbyists, not aerodynamic engineers - which means from time to 
time there will be errors on the plans or the parts that you’ll need to correct. Most of the time we point these errors out - but not always.  

WE ARE ALWAyS AVAILABLE By PHONE OR EMAIL 

The reason we mention everything above is to make sure you understand what you’re getting into before you order. If you have any questions or potential concerns before 
you order then please give us a call at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. After you’ve ordered if you have any questions call us or email us. Remember what 
I said in the first paragraph about “not having operators standing by”? The reason for that is because we take all our own calls and answer all the emails. Generally speaking 
we try to take all calls as they come in and I respond to all emails the day we get them. We do ask that you not leave voicemail. Some of you will call and leave a detailed 5 
minute voicemail that requires me to write stuff down and listen to it several times to understand what you said. Instead send an email. We check email about 10 times and 
hour. 

WHAT COMES IN A kIT?

We sell skinny kits and fat kits. Skinny kits come with the plans and laser cut parts only. Fat kits come with laser cut parts, canopy, instrument panel, hardware and plans 
- each fat kit is a little different so check the kit specs to see exactly what you’re getting. you will need to buy the long stock (spars, stringers, leading and trailing edges) 
and wing/fuselage sheeting, miscellaneous hardware and covering. Some of my kits have a detailed “buy-out” list for all the additional parts and pieces you need to buy, but 
many do not. We always recommend that you wait until you have the plans and the parts in hand before you do your buy-outs. Do your own take-off from the plans and gen-
erate your own list. And of course you will supply the servos, and other on-board electronics. Each kit has it’s own specification so please review it to see exactly what you’re 
getting and call me if you have any questions.

WHEN WILL My kIT SHIP?

Most of the time within 7 days of placing your order. Pinpointing the exact date is impossible because of how we run this business. We try to batch our orders, packing and 
shipping. Which means the date your order ships is contingent upon how many other orders we get and when we get them. We will not call you when your kit ships, but we 
will email you the shipping information so you can track your order.

WILL ANy OF My PARTS BE PLACED ON BACkORDER?

Everything should ship within 7 days of your order except for custom fabricated parts like canopies and instrument panels. From time to time our suppliers may extend their 
deliveries to us which will require us to put items on backorder. We try to keep stock items on custom parts but we’re not always able to match supply and demand. If we’re 
out of stock then it should generally be another 30 days before the item ships out. Because canopies and instrument panels are installed towards the latter part of the build 
this isn’t a problem. Please call us or email us bolt55@aerosente.com to confirm if you have any concerns about backorders. 

WHAT ABOUT RETURNS AND REFUNDS?

As I said above we are not Nordstroms - we can’t offer “no questions asked returns and refunds”. Because of the nature of the kit business it is very difficult to accept returns 
because of the hassle of repacking them, shipping them, and then being able to return them in good order to stock. Which is why we have attempted to explain in detail 
what you get and what you don’t get from Aerosente. Because of the delicate nature of some of the parts from time to time the shipping process may damage some balsa 
parts. Most of the time you can repair the damage with a little CA. If not we’ll cut and ship replacement parts. If anything is missing from the kit we will ship it out to you 
as soon as you let us know. Beyond broken parts or missing parts, if you just want to return your kit they we will have to charge a 20% restocking fee and you’ll need to pay 
for shipping. Once we get the kit back I’ll refund your payment less 20%. Visit our company store at www.gliderworkshop.com where you can browse from the hundreds of 
products that we now offer. And of course should you have questions at all call us at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. 

NEWS FROM 
THE SHOP

OCTOBER 2011
October is upon us and it’s time to get your winter build 
plans in order. The trees are turning here on the lake and 

you can definitely feel fall in the air. We can still burn leaves 
and other lawn debris here in the midwest - nothing smells 
better than burning leaves in the crisp autumn air. Fishing 

has been good the past couple of weeks as the fish emerge 
from the heat of the summer. 

A lot of new stuff in this months inaugural 
newsletter. Each month we will have a deal of the month, a 
feature article or interview, a featured aircraft, a featured 
build, a photo of the month, plan of the month and print of 
the month. And at the end of the newsletter you will find a 

current catalog of all of our kits. 

Thanks for reading!
MIKE & TOM
Proprietors

The Aerosente Glider Workshop
Island  Lake October 2011
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PHOTO OF THE MONTH - Slingsby Petrel Type 13 - Circa 1941
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This photo is one of several sent to me by Colin Simpson. His father owned the “White 
Petrel” currently being restored by Bob Gaines in Georgia. According to Colin these 

photos were taken at Clayesmore School, Iwerne Minster, Dorset, England in July 1941 
shortly after his father had purchased the Petrel from Slingsby’s. He paid £300 plus £8 

shipping from yorkshire. Colin’s father was teaching there during the war and had plenty 
of schoolboy volunteers to help him launch from the tops of local hills.
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MARC
HECQUET

OCTOBER 2011 FEATURE ARTICLE

Marc Hecquet (in red) scouting and flying the 
2011 Retroplane event venue.

MARC HEQUET IS A MASTER CRAFTSMAN. Marc hails 
from France where he has been a very active 
member of the European scale sailplane community. 
A contributor to Retroplane he also has had the 
chance to fly many of his models at the annual 
Retroplane events. We chose Marc to do 
the all important beta build of our new big gull the 
LT-IV. On the next few pages is an interview 
conducted by Aerosente of Marc Hecquet.
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FEATURE ARTICLE MARC HECQUET

 
EACH MONTH WE FEATURE AN ARTICLE OR INTERVIEW OF 
INTEREST TO SCALE MODELERS. THIS MONTH MIkE AND TOM 
INTERVIEW MARC HECQUET CRAFTSMAN EXTRAORDINAIRE. 

How, why and when did you get interested in aero model-
ing?

I got interested in aero modeling when I was 13 years old. 
There are two reasons. I shall tell you about the second one 
at the end of the article. The first one is that I was lucky to be 
initiated to this art by one of my teachers. He had the good 
idea to give us the opportunity to build a model during the 
technology class. The purpose was to make  something  with 
our  hands  and  to get  some  knowledge in aerodynamics. 
So I built my  first  tow line  glider the name of which I have 
now forgotten. Furthermore I learnt  how to  make  ribs with  
the  block method, to  build a wing with its spars, leading 
and trailing edges, to build a fuse with sticks, to cover it  
with Japanese paper in a proper  and  classical way. I shall 
never  forget the  smell of the  cellulosic  dope ! I also learnt 
how to settle the glider to make it fly properly, which is still 
useful today!

Which method of building do you prefer and why?

  a. Scratch build;

  b. Build from published plans;

  c. Build from kit with plans;

Having designed and  built my last three gliders, I of course 
prefer the scratch building process because it is a personal 
approach. I have also built airplanes from plans, shortkits 
and kits with success and pleasure  but  the  scratch  build-
ing method is the only one  that  can really bring you a great 
feeling of satisfaction when the maiden flight has successfully 
been made. It is also the only way to have original models.

Are sailplanes and gliders your primary interest or have or 
do you build powered planes as well? Marc’s workshop. 

Marc with his Minimoa.

Launching!

Marc posing with his Mü 3 Kakadu.

 

Marc Hequet feature article

Progress on the LT-IV beta 
build that Marc Hecquet is do-
ing for Aerosente. These pho-

tos were taken 9.23.11
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airfoils) and began to cut parts. The result  was not  too bad 
since  I won the  first  prize in the vintage sailplanes category 
in the most famous scale meeting in France : La Banne d’ 
Ordanche Scale Gliders event.

What is your favorite model that you built to fly and to show 
or admire the workmanship?

You ask me which is  my  favorite model to fly or to admire 
for its workmanship ? Hard to answer, I should say the Mü 3 
Kakadu for the pleasure in flight and the Baby Albatross and 
the Hütter 17a for the workmanship as they are the most 
scale detailed ones. 

What are the best tip(s) you’ve learned or developed that 
you can share with builders on?

Through the following models (Penrose Pegasus, Baby Alba-
tross, Mü 3 kakadu) I have developed some particular skills of  
course. The main one is  to  use  only plywood  as  construc

I have also  built powered models. I practiced a lot on how to 
control lined flight when I was 17-20 and I built some advanced  
aerobatic models. Then I had a long interruption with this 
hobby due to other interests such as studies, working and fam-
ily life. I came  back to aero modeling in 1995 and  discovered 
RC models. From this time up to now, I have been building 
many types  of  gliders and  powered airplanes. I remember 
the  first one  was  a  two function electric glider you know 
well : the 2m wingspan Spirit from Greatplanes !

How is it that you came to focus on vintage wooden de-
signs?

I came to  focus on vintage  wooden sailplanes designs  be-
cause I fell in love in 2000 with the mythic gull winged  German 
Minimoa . It was a challenge for me to build such a glider  but 
I thought I had  enough know-how to complete it. I bought the 
Chris Williams 1:4 scale plans (the one with original Göttingen 
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Great shot of Marc’s Baby 
Albatross being launched 
at Wassekuppe.lacinia 
tellus. Nulla pellentesque 

ON HIS PreFerreD cON-
StructION tecHNIqueS

...”only plywood  as  con-
struction material  and 
to plank  fuse  and  wings  
with  joined panels  like 
on the  real  gliders . “

...”dyeing and  varnishing 
plywood to  reveal the  
beauty of the  wood and 
in covering the flying sur-
faces with a translucent 
material so  that  you can 
admire the internal struc-
ture in flight.”

FEATURE ARTICLE MARC HECQUET
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tion material  and to plank  fuse  and  wings  with  joined panels  like on the  real  gliders . The  
finition step has  also pleased me in dyeing and  varnishing plywood to  reveal the  beauty of the  
wood and in covering the flying surfaces with a translucent material so  that  you can admire the 
internal structure in flight. I also made good progress in scale details such as instruments, seat, 
sticks, and so on… to have a nice interior settlement.

What builds are you anticipating for the future?

What do I anticipate as models for the future ? First, I am working on the LT IV but I have of course 
many projects in my mind. I shall surely build the Senior Albatross (Falcon version with flaps) or a 
1935  polish glider , the CW5/35 bis. I should also finish my 1.70m wingspan Sea Fury, powered by a 4 
stroke OS 110 engine, which  I have been planning to cover and paint for the last two years  as  well 
as a jet powered Skymaster F86 Sabre…I like vintage jets too… Unfortunately I do not have enough 
time, maybe when I am retired. Father Christmas should also bring a fiberglass 6m Ventus…

What type of flying and sites do you prefer and why?

I love all kinds of flying types and sites. I do like slope soaring because you can fly your model at 
eye level and that’s great  but I also like to make efforts to stay up in the  air as long as possible 
when aerotowing.. As I am a rather communicative  guy, I prefer flying  with  friends  and  keen 
modellers to  flying on my own. It is a good opportunity to have fun together  and share much 
about our passion.

Anything else you’d like to add about modeling, family, soaring or other interests?

I will tell  you  now about the second reason - something I should like to add : My father was born 
in 1901 and was a  fighter pilot during the 1925-1945 period. I lost him when I was only 11. I am 
55 now and I still miss him and simply think about him  whenever I build and fly a new model – it 
is a kind of tribute to him.

Best  regards  to  all!

Have nice  buildings  and  flights, 

Marc Hecquet 

THANkS TO MARC HECQUET FOR SHARING HIS MEMORIES AND COMMENTARy WITH US. 
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FEATURE ARTICLE MARC HECQUET
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Visit www.aerosente.com for 
more information

Each month we feature a sailplane or glider from the Aerosente fleet. Click on the link below if 
you’d like more information on this model or to purchase any of the items mentioned.

Visit the Aerosente online store for more information

HOWARD BURR PHOTO CREDIT
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featured SAILPLANE
Schweizer SGS 1-7 
If you like vintage or pre WWII aircraft 
and something that will turn heads at ANy 
glider field or slope, then this is the plane 
for you. 

And if you like large scale aerotow, hang 
on to your hat for the large scale 146” 
span version of this now available. With 
open cockpit and windscreen, and its high 
aspect classic wing and tail planform, this 
is definitely a show-stopper!

IteM                                            PrIce

1:3 Fat kit $9.99

1:3 Skinny kit $12.99

1:3 Plans $19.99

1:6 Fat kit $19.99

1:6 Skinny kit $19.99

1:6 Plans $19.99

Fine Art Print $19.99

visit WWW.GLIDERWORkSHOP.COM to order    

kIT SPECIFICATIONS
Price: $499

Span: 146” (3.8m) Length: 72 (1.9m)
Aspect: 9.6:1 

Area: 1200 in.2 
All up weight: 160 oz. est. 
Wing loading: 12 oz./ft.2 

Airfoil: Selig 3021 
Scale:1:3 

No. Servos Req’d: 6-7
FUNCTIONS: 

Rudder, Elevator, Dive Brakes, Ailerons, Tow Release (optional)
kIT CONTENTS

Plans, 2 sheets rolled
Laser Cut Parts kit

Canopy Material .030” x 3” x 6”, Clear with protective wrap
Hardware kit

     Wheel 4” dia. Lightweight Treaded, DUB400TL
     Steel Landing Gear Main Axle, 3/16” dia. x 2” length

     Plated Brass Dura-Collars, 3/16”, DUB141
     Hinges, Robart Pin Type, pkg of 15, ROB308
     Heavy Duty Rudder Pull-Pull Set, DUB518

     Pushrods, Sullivan Semi Flexible 48” with Hardware SUL506
     Bolts, 4-40 x 1 1/4” with Blind Nut and Washers, DUB127

     Aluminum Wing Rod, .5” OD x 12” length, TMRC7075T6WJ4
     Brass Joiner Sleeve, 17/32” OD x 12” length (1), k&S140

     Wing Struts, 1” x 5/16” Streamlined Basswood (2)
     Stabilizer Struts, 5/32” dia. x 12” length(1), k&S103

     Incidence Pin Spring Steel Wire, 1/4” x 4” length
     4-40 Steel Rod End Assembly (1) DUB 205

    

SGS 1-7

PRINTS

PLANS

kITS
Photo Credit: Air-Britain Photographic Images Collection Al Stacey Copyright

http://www.gliderworkshop.com
http://www.gliderworkshop.com
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Each month we offer a special price on a sailplane or glider from the Aerosente fleet. Click on the 
link below if you’d like more information on this model or to purchase any of the items mentioned.

Visit the Aerosente online store for more information
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featured  DEAL of the month... 

1-23 1:4 Scale 
This month’s deal is on a Schweizer 1-23 
1:4 scale skinny kit. This is the same sail-
plane flown by Steve McQueen in the orig-
inal Thomas Crown Affair. We’re offering 
a 15% discount off the retail price of $159 
or $139. This is for the skinny kit which in-
cludes laser cut parts and plans only. Use 
PROMO CODE: “dealofthemonth”

IteM  PrIce

Schweizer 1-23 1:4 (skinny)           $139.00 

FUNCTIONS: Rudder, Elevator, Dive Brakes, Aile-
rons, Tow Release (optional)

PARTIAL kIT CONTENTS
All balsa and plywood wing ribs,
Plywood Fuselage side doublers,

Fuselage bulkheads,
Light ply nose stringers,

Sheet balsa tails,
Canopy bows,

Plans, 2 sheets 36” x 68”, rolled.
Span (Starr H): 158” (4m)

Length: 61.5”

Aspect: 15.12:1

Area (H model): 1414 in.2

All up weight: 10 lbs.

Wing loading: 16.3 oz./ft.2

Airfoil: SD 3021

Scale: 1:4 scale

No. Servos Req’d: 5-7

Herbert Eberbach’s 1-23 1:4 scale on it’s maiden flight

Click here for Herbert’s build log

$139
SGS 1-23 

1:4 Scale Skinny 
(15% off $159)

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/sgs-1-23-1-4/kit-s-1-23-1-4/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/sgs-1-23-1-4/kit-s-1-23-1-4/
http://twoscenarios.typepad.com/herbert_eberbachs_123_14_/
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Each month we feature the work of an Aerosente customer who has demonstrated skills and 
craftsmenship that we think would be of interest to you.

Visit the Aerosente online store for more information
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DFS REIHER III
6.3M 1:3 Scale

BUILT By 
Sandy Alan Squitiri

Sandy bought our Tom Bode designed DFS Reiher III and has been document-
ing his build on RC Groups. Sandy’s craftsmanship is exquisite and I think you’ll 

learn a few tricks by reading his build log. Click here to visit his build log. 

featured BUILDof the month

http://twoscenarios.typepad.com/herbert_eberbachs_123_14_/
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1257621&highlight=sawdust+anyone
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Each month we feature one of our fine art prints. 

Visit the Aerosente online store for more information 

Specifications and Performance
Manufacturer: Schweizer Aircraft Corporation
Year First Flown: 1937
No. of Seats: 1
Wingspan: 10.97 m./36.5 ft.
Wing Area: 12.40 sq. m./133.5 sq. ft.
Aspect Ratio: 9.6:1
Airfoil: NACA 2415
Empty Weight: 110 kg./243 lbs.
Payload: 82 kg. / 180 lbs.
Gross Weight: 192 kg./423 lbs.
Wing Loading: 15.89 kg./ sq. m./3.2 lbs./sq. ft.
Structure: metal/fabric, 1-spar constant chord
     1-srut-braced wings;  metal/fabric tail,
     steel-tube/fabric fuselage
L/D Max: 17.72 kph/39 kt/45 mph
Min. Sink: 1.07 m/s/3.5 fps/2.07 kt

64 kph/35 kt/40 mph
Designer: Ernest and Paul Schweizer
No. Built: 2
No. In the U.S.: 1

History
The 1-7, which first flew in 1937, was the first Schweizer design
of which more than one ship was produced making it their
first production model.

Design of the 1-7 is based upon the old reliable 1-3 nicknamed
the "brick", and brought up to date with metal fuselage and
metal wings. This aircraft also set the future of Schweizer
Aircraft by providing an archetype to design of the 1-19 and
2-22 and others.

Among the many distinctions of the 1-7 are that it is the
smallest and lightest of all of the sailplanes by Schweizer.
Increase in weight from a light to heavy pilot would increase
the wing loading from three to four pounds per square foot.
The 1-7 is also noteworthy for having the first high aspect
ratio wings and having the been the first more than one of
kind model.

The original 1-7 constructed for the Hudson Valley Soaring
Club was requisitioned by the Air Force and subsequently
destroyed on the ground by rough weather. The second was
sold into private hands. At this time, the country was still
in the throws of a depression and no further orders were
received, but the second aircraft has now been completely
restored to flying condition and has been flown at Elmira at
Vintage Sailplane Association annul gathering and is now at
the National Soaring Museum.

Special thanks to the Soaring Society of America, the Vintage
Sailplane Association, and the National Air & Space Museum.

Early Vertical Tail
Configuration

Schweizer SGU 1-7 - 1:36 scale. © 2009 Thomas J. Martin - www.aerosente.com
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featured PRINT of the month

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/prints/


Each month we offer a preview of one of our plan sets so that you can see the detail and quality of the plans we sell. Click here to see 
all the plans we sell.
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featured PLAN 2-33a 1:3 SCALE 

http://www.gliderworkshop.com


Each month we offer a preview of one of our plan sets so that you can see the detail and quality of the plans we sell. Click here to see 
all the plans we sell.
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featured PLAN 2-33a 1:3 SCALE

http://www.gliderworkshop.com
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“Made In The USA” by Greg Hildebrandt
Click here to purchase
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Greg Hildebrandt is our official nose-art and pin-up artist. How cool 
is that? I mean what goes better with the lines of a classic or vintage 
aircraft than the lines of a classic 1940 style pin-up? We’ll feature one 
of Greg’s pin-ups each month. 

featured PIN-UPof the month

http://www.spiderwebart.com/productsd.asp?snob=104301
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NANKIVIL’S HANGAR 

TG-4
LAISTER-KAUFMANN TG-4 

CIRCA WWII

Mark Nankivil is a prolific 
photographer and collector of 
vintage and classic glider and 

sailplane photos. 

Each month we feature a few 
photos from Mark’s collection

TG-4 on final landing approach.

TG-4 forward fuselage frame.

TG-4 fuselage assembly.

TG-4 getting ready to tow.



NOW SHIPPING

NOW SHIPPING!   NEW PRODUCTS NOW SHIPPING! 
TOM BODE DESIGNED  1:3 SCALE kA6E $999

call for details 415.246.4337

5.OM



 NOW SHIPPING!  NEW PRODUCTS NOW SHIPPING! 
TOM BODE DESIGNED  1:2.5 SCALE kA2B $1,695

call for details 415.246.4337

6.4M



NOW SHIPPING!  NEW PRODUCTS NOW SHIPPING! 
TOM MARTIN DESIGNED “CHUCk” SCHWEIZERS $19.95



We are featuring 15 of our kits in this newsletter spanning our product 
range from the new 1:2.5 Scale $1,695 ka2b  down to our 1:32 Scale 
$19.95 “Chuck” Schweizers. If you’d like more information about any of 
our featured kits then click on the “More Details” link. All of our kits, 
plans, prints and parts are available for sale at www.gliderworkshop.
com.  

The Aerosente 
Sailplane And 
Glider Fleet

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Condor IV 
MAGNIFICENT! We offer the Condor 
IV under license from Tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

  

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span    6.0M

Hull Length    2.5M 

Wing Area 2.57 M2

Weight 16kg

Price $1,595

DFS Reiher III 
EXQUISITE! We offer the DFS Reiher 
III under license from Tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   6.33M

Hull Length    2.6M 

Wing Area 2.10 M2

Weight 16.5kg

Price $1,495

Slingsby Petrel 
BEAUTIFUL! If there was a beauty 
contest for vintage sailplanes the 
Petrel would win hands down.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   5.78M

Hull Length    2.41M

Rate of Sink .54m/s

Price (Fat) $999.95

Price (Skinny) $495.95

More Details On The Condor More Details On The Rieher More Details On The Petrel

cONDOr reIHer PetreL

http://www.gliderworkshop.com
http://www.gliderworkshop.com
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kits/kit-condor-iv-1-3/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kits/kit-dfs-reiher-iii-1-3/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/slingsby-type-13-petrel/kit-f-slingsby-type-13-petrel-1-3/
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SGU 1-7 PTERADACTYL
The SGU 1-7 is a vintage pre-WWII 
Schweizer with its open cockpit and 
windscreen. We also sell this in 1:6 
scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span          146”

Wing Area                            1200 in2 

Weight 160 oz

Price (Fat) $499.95

SGP 1-1 Primary
The SGP 1-1 is the first Schweizer ever 
made and is patterned after the Ger-
man training gliders of that time. We 
also sell this in 1:6 scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span           128”

Hull Length                                        60” 

Weight                                             16lbs

Price (Skinny) $179.95

SGS 1-23 
The SGS 1-23 1:4 scale is one of our 
best selling kits. This is the sailplane 
from the original Thomas Crown Affair 
and is available in 1:5 scale too.

Scale            1:4 

Wing Span           158” 

Hull Length                                      61.5

Weight                                            10lbs

Price (Skinny) $159.95

More Details On The SGU 1-7 More Details On The SGP 1-1 More Details On The 1-23

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ka2b 
Another Tom Bode masterpiece. 
This is the Alexander Schleicher 
Ka2b at 1:2.5 scale. Magnificent in 
the air!

Scale   1:2.5 

Wing Span   6.40M

Hull Length    3.23M

Weight 22kg

Price  $1,695

Ka6e 
From Tom Bode again the Alexan-
der Schleicher ka6e at 1:3 scale is 
5.0 meters at the wingspan making 
building and transporting easy.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span  5.00M

Hull Length    2.22M

Weight 11kg

Price  $999.95

SGS 2-8
The all metal construction and 
strut-braced wing is a classic! 
We also sell this in 1:5 and 1:10 
scales.

Scale    1:2.5 

Wing Span    6.30M

Hull Length    3.08M

Airfoil NACA 4412

Price (Skinny) $499.95

Call 415.246.4337 for details Call 415.246.4337 for details More Details On The SGS 2-8

Ka2B Ka6e 2-8 1-7 1-1 1-23

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/sgu-1-7-pteradactyl-1-3/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/sgu-1-7-pteradactyl-1-3/kit-f-sgu-1-7-pteradactyl-1-3/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/sgs-1-23-1-4/kit-f-1-23-1-4/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/sgs-2-8-1-2.5/
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Thermic 50 50X 70
The classic Frank Zaic/Jasco designed 
Thermic 50, 50X and 70 are all here. 
These vintage kits have been updated 
and adapted by Tom Martin to build in 
about half the time with self-jigging 
and pre-shaped parts. Each laser cut 
kit comes with the original plans and 
all the parts you need to build each 
model - you supply the covering. All 
three of these kits can be built by a 
beginner. 

JETCO 18 20 & B
We offer three of John Zaic’s well 
known designs - the Thermic 18 (12.5” 
wingspan”), Thermic 20 (18” wing-
span), and the Thermic “B” (20” wing-
span).These kits come with all laser 
cut parts and instructions. We also 
have online building instructions for 
each kit. These are fabulous beginner 
kits for dads and sons and grandfathers 
and grandsons. 

“CHUCK” SCHWEIZERS 
Great fun for fathers and sons and 
grandfathers and grandsons. We are 
now offering “Chuck” Schweizers - 5 
exact 1-32 scale flat profile gliders. 
Build them and fly them in an hour. 
They fly just like the real sailplane. 
you get laser cut parts for 5 sailplanes 
- the 1-23, 1-26b, 1-26e, 1-34 and the 
2-12 plus full color spec sheets on each 
aircraft and detailed build instructions 
- all for just $19.95 - for all five glid-
ers!

More Details On The 50, 50X, 70 More Details On The18, 20, “B” More Details On The Chuck Schweizers

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Hall Cherokee 
The Hall Cherokee at 1:4 scale is 
a great beginner scale sailplane 
from the standpoint of both build-
ing and flying.  

Scale       1:4 

Wing Span     132”

Hull Length    64.9”

Weight 6.5lbs

Price (Fat) $399.95

1-26e 
Our 1-26e is about as scale as it 
gets and comes in 1:4, 1:5 and 1:6 
scales. The 1-26e does great on 
the slopes. 

Scale             1:4 

Wing Span                            120” 

Hull Length                     63-3/4”

Weight 105oz

Price (Fat)  $399.95

SGS 2-12 - TG-3A
Jack Hiner’s design employs the 
classic military colors showing off 
it’s D-Day heritage and it’s striking 
“warbird” colors.

Scale               1:5           

Wing Span                            133”

Hull Length  69 3/8” 

Weight 7.5lbs

Price (Fat) $299.95

More Details On The Cherokee More Details On The 1-26 More Details On The TG-3A

cHerOKee 1-26 tG-3a 50 50X 70
$59.95

18 20 “B”
$14.95

ScHWeIZerS
5 FOR $19.95

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-sam-vintage-gliders/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-sam-vintage-gliders/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-schweizers/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/hall-cherokee-ii-1-4/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/sgs-1-26/



